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Abstract—In order to achieve the ambitious objectives of the
Mars 2020 (M2020) mission, in particular the ability to autonomously traverse more challenging terrains more efficiently,
new surface mobility software was developed for Enhanced
Navigation (ENav). That decision was made early in the project,
before most of the new surface flight software (FSW) existed,
which created a need for a separate framework where the new
navigation algorithms could be quickly prototyped and tested,
before more realistic FSW-based testbeds became available.
The JPL robotics team chose the Robot Operating System [1]
(ROS) as the environment in which to test the new ENav algorithms. This made it possible to write the algorithms in the C
language required by the FSW, so they could be directly ported
over to the flight module later on, while leveraging all the C++
libraries and tools provided by ROS for simulation and testing.
The ENav algorithms were developed as a separate C library,
and stubs were used to replace any FSW-specific code, such as
Event Reporting (EVRs) and data products (DPs).
A ROS simulator was developed to generate a rich set of varied
3D terrains representative of the candidate Mars landing sites
and simulate the physics of the rover motion, the point cloud
perceived by the rover’s stereo vision system, and the new
thinking-while-driving (TWD) navigation logic which directs the
rover to drive autonomously to user-specified waypoints.
To simulate the rover motion and perception, a ROS node was
developed that uses a software library called HyperDrive Sim
(HDSim), which is a wrapper for the Rover Sequencing and
Visualization Program [2] (RSVP). That library provides roverterrain settling, realistic slip modelling, and camera rendering
capability based on the rover’s NavCam machine vision models.
To simulate the navigation logic, a ROS node was created that
initializes and runs the ENav algorithms in a way that mimics
the FSW execution, while also providing the capability to load
and replay data products, including re-running the recorded
inputs through the ENav algorithms for testing.
An engineering Graphical User Interface (GUI) was also developed to visualize various elements, such as the rover pose during
the drive, the simulated and perceived terrain, the selected local
and global paths to the goal, the evaluated candidate paths and
the reasons why they were rejected, the keep-in and keep-out
zones (KIOZs), etc.
Finally, an advanced Monte Carlo (MC) framework that can
run many simulations in parallel on the Cloud and automatically generate reports that capture the key ENav performance
metrics was developed to evaluate the system in a statisticallymeaningful way. This paper provides an overview of the ROSbased simulator used for testing the M2020 ENav algorithms.

1. I NTRODUCTION
The nature of the M2020 mission leads to greater demands on
the rover’s autonomous navigation capabilities than previous
missions such as the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) and
Mars Exploration Rovers (MER). In particular the M2020
mission needs autonomous navigation that is both faster and
more capable of traversing complex terrain. Early recognition of those needs led to a project commitment to develop
Enhanced Navigation (ENav). We chose to undertake the
initial ENav software development and testing independently
from the larger M2020 flight software development effort
in order to delay the burden of integrating with the FSW
infrastructure, especially since that infrastructure was still
in its infancy at the time. That independence and the rich
and mature infrastructure provided by ROS allowed the ENav
team to focus on algorithm development and software implementation.
Within the ROS framework we architected the system to
facilitate later integration within the larger M2020 FSW
infrastructure. In particular, we incorporated pre-existing vehicle simulation capabilities embodied in the RSVP software
used for uplink planning by the MER and MSL missions.
These capabilities were packaged into the HDSim library
that provides slip modeling, settling of the rover suspension
system onto the terrain model, and production of synthetic
camera imagery and range data, and were encapsulated into a
ROS node. In addition, we carefully designed the interfaces
of the ENav library so that it could be readily ported to the
M2020 mobility FSW when that framework was sufficiently
operational for the integration to take place. As a result, the
same exact ENav software is used in the ROS simulator and
the actual M2020 FSW, and each have their own wrappers
to create the inputs and consume the outputs of the ENav
interface functions.
The ROS-centric development approach allowed the ENav
algorithms and software to mature quickly and greatly facilitated the subsequent integration of the ENav software as well
as the RSim simulation capability within the overall M2020
mobility flight software. Even now, after having integrated
ENav, the ROS simulator continues to provide benefits in
that it greatly eases portability to different target vehicles and
enables personnel outside the M2020 project to evaluate the
system and possibly extend it in the future.
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ated and reasons why some are rejected as being unsafe, the
selected path to the goal, etc. That node is optional and not
in use during the MC simulations for example, and is also
used offline to replay any simulation from the recorded data
products and to create a movie if desired.
Software Development Tools
Several tools were used to facilitate software development
and testing.
GitHub [3] was used for versioning, creating pull requests
for code reviews, providing instructions on how to install and
run the simulator via a README file, and for accessing or
referencing the code with ease via a web browser within the
team.

Figure 1. Software architecture of the ROS-based
simulator.

Clang [4] was used to auto-format the code in a consistent
way across the team, thus normalizing how the code looks
and even alleviating the burden on the programmers of having
to format it manually. The Google C++ Style Guide [5]
was chosen to set the formatting conventions for the ROS
simulator code, while those guidelines for the Navlib C code
came from JPL institutional coding standards used for all the
M2020 FSW. A Git pre-commit hook was set up to ensure
that any commit to the repository would run clang first and
guarantee that the code is always properly formatted.

2. S OFTWARE A RCHITECTURE
This section provides an overview of the simulator’s software
architecture as well as a description of the tools used to
support software development.
Overview
The simulator’s software architecture is illustrated in Figure 1.

A bash setup script was created to automate and facilitate
the installation of the simulator: after cloning the repository,
one only has to run the setup script to install all the required
external dependencies needed to run the simulator, including
installing ROS and the pre-commit hook for Clang.

At the highest level, the architecture was designed so that
the navigation flight software is integrated with the ROS
simulator as a separate C library, called Navlib. The Navlib
library has two main roles: 1) to find the best motion primitive
for the rover to drive to reach its goal safely in minimum
time, and 2) to evaluate if a given motion primitive is safe to
drive. A C++ ROS node was created to act as a wrapper and
call Navlib’s public interface functions. That path-planner
wrapper node also contains the higher-level logic necessary
to perform autonomous navigation (AutoNav) between waypoints and exercise the Navlib functions in a way that mimics
the expected behavior of the real FSW.

Coverity [6] was used for static code analysis and AddressSanitizer [7] to detect memory corruption bugs such as buffer
overflows or accesses to a dangling pointer.
Valgrind [8] was used for memory debugging, memory leak
detection, and profiling. In particular, Callgrind [9], which
collects the number of instructions executed in each function
call, was very useful to profile CPU usage and help optimize
runtime of the Navlib algorithms.

A second C++ ROS node was created to wrap the HyperDrive
simulator, which is responsible for 1) simulating the motion
of the rover as it executes the motion commands from the
planner and traverses the terrain, including slip and localization error, and 2) simulating the stereo vision system of the
rover, which provides the planner with a 3D point cloud of
the surrounding environment within the field of view of the
navigation cameras (NavCams) when images are taken.

The Google Test framework [10] was used extensively to
write unit tests for both the Navlib FSW and the ROS simulator, together with Gcov [11] which provided source code
coverage analysis to help us ensure that all Navlib code is
exercised by the unit tests. The rostest package [12] was also
used to create integration tests where ROS nodes are running
and communicating with each other to test larger parts of the
system as it runs rather than just specific functions.

A third ROS node was developed to passively listen to the
ROS messages and generate and record performance metrics
from the data it receives. Those performance metrics are
recorded to a file which can then be used to replay and visualize the autonomous drive in both the 2D and 3D viewers.
The metrics files generated by the MC evaluation framework,
over many drives in various types of terrains, can also be
used to generate a report that summarizes the various metrics
in tables and graphs and provides a statistical assessment of
the overall performance, including whether Navlib satisfies
its requirements (e.g. success rate in reaching the goal and
path efficiency).

A CMake [13] script file was used to facilitate building the
software but also execute the various tools described above,
including running the unit tests and checking if they passed.
Finally, Jenkins [14] was used for continuous integration, and
was hooked with GitHub so that any code change request
would automatically trigger Jenkins to run a series of tests
(including static code analysis, memory checking, and ensuring all the unit tests pass) which would need to succeed
for the merging to be allowed. This step was critical for
safeguarding the integrity and quality of the software being
developed and help keep the master branch of the repository,
which all the programmers rely upon, in a working state at all
times (i.e. no one could break the build). However, those
automated tests were restricted to have short runtimes, to
avoid holding up development too much by delaying how

Finally, a fourth ROS node was developed to visualize various
key elements of the autonomous drive, such as the rover
state and goal location (both true and estimated), the terrain
being traversed, and many aspects of the path-planner state,
including the heightmap and costmap, the arcs being evalu2

long it takes to verify code changes before they can be
merged, so Jenkins was also used to run much longer tests,
including long simulated drives, overnight on a daily basis.
Any failure was automatically reported to the team who was
then able to look at the archived data from the run to analyze
the issues and fix the software when needed.

3. S IMULATOR C OMPONENTS
This section describes each of the core components of the
ENav simulator, which were implemented as modular ROS
nodes.
Terrain Generator
During ENav development and performance validation, a
varied set of terrains were used to cover the range of Martian
terrain complexity the M2020 rover is expected to encounter.
These terrains were programmatically generated to combine
several topographical feature models and configurable via
parameters to adjust the size and complexity of hazards. The
generator was used to create large sets of terrains (1200)
spanning a standard range of parameters over which the
Monte Carlo simulations were run. To reduce statistical
uncertainty during Monte Carlo testing, subsets of terrains
derived from the same configuration parameters were generated with different random seeds, producing heightmaps with
variable feature patterns.

Figure 2. Example of terrain with ground undulation

A constant slope heightmap is generated by computing the
elevation values for a flat heightmap rotated about the origin
(center of the terrain). The up-slope direction and magnitude
of the incline are configurable parameters. The constant
slope heightmap is combined with the previous two layers
(base heightmap and ground undulations) to create a “groundslope” heightmap, representing the terrain excluding any rock
features.

The terrain generator ROS node builds the artificial terrains in
layers corresponding to different topographic feature models,
then combines the layers into a final 2D heightmap. The
heightmap is stored to disk as a 16-bit PGM image [15]
with a specified z-scale, which can be directly loaded into
the ROS 2D viewer and the HyperDrive Simulator (HDSim).
The features layers include: (1) base heightmap, (2) ground
undulations, (3) constant slope, (4) and rock distribution.

The rock distribution layer is generated according to a specific size-frequency distribution of rocks, known as a CFA
(cumulative fractional area) measurement [16]. CFA, which
can be estimated using imagery from Mars-orbiting satellites [17], has been used for characterization of Martian
terrain across previous Mars missions [17], [18], and is the
basis of the M2020 traversability requirements. The algorithm to generate the rock placements (X-Y position) and
sizes (radius of rock hemisphere) was implemented according
to Golombek and Rapp, 1997 [16]. In the ENav terrain
generator, additional steps are taken to create variable rock
geometries that modify the original hemispherical rocks. Instead of a circular footprint with constant radius, the profile
of each rock footprint is randomly generated using sinusoidal
expressions. This radially-varying profile is smoothly joined
with the rock’s peak in 3D-space through exponential curves.
Finally, cm-scale texture is added to the rock using a scaleddown version of the ground undulation algorithm described
above. The result is rocks with random geometries and
surface variability, as shown in Figure 3.

The base heightmap is used to specify large topographical
features such as cliffs, valleys, rock piles, craters, etc. The
base terrain can be generated by hand, programmatically,
or using Mars orbital maps. This heightmap is also used
to create specific path planning challenges such as mazes,
corridors, or slope-transitions. During terrain generation, a
scale factor is applied to the base heightmap to set the vertical
height of features.
In this context, ground undulation refers to the rising and
falling of terrain, creating hills and depressions. The terrain
generator takes multiple steps to create a ground undulation
layer matching the horizontal extent of the base heightmap.
First, a heightmap of uniformly distributed [-1, 1] random elevations is generated. Second, a Gaussian smoothing process
is applied to that heightmap, which enforces smooth height
transitions between cells. Finally, the standard deviation of
all elevations in the map is measured and the heightmap is
scaled such a +/- 2-sigma span of heights is contained within
a specified undulation scale. The final result is a heightmap of
randomly-distributed and smoothly-transitioning undulations
with a specified vertical scale. Throughout this process,
configuration parameters for the Gaussian kernel (radius and
sigma) and heightmap (resolution and scale) are used to
control the product. This parameterization allows the same
algorithm to apply undulations at various scales; for example,
by combining two undulation layers created with 0.1m and
10m horizontal scales, the final terrain includes variable
ground roughness at the 0.1m scale and hills/depressions at
10m scale, as illustrated in Figure 2.

To create the final terrain, an example of which is shown in
Figure 4, individual rocks are added to the ground-slope
heightmap and special care is taken to prevent the ground
undulations and slope from modifying the rock profile. First,
each rock model is vertically positioned relative to the underlying ground-slope heightmap. Then, the elevation of each
point in the rock footprint is compared to the corresponding
ground elevation, and the higher value is written into the
combined heightmap. This prevents sharp distortions from
appearing on the up-slope side of rocks, while maintaining
the original geometry of the top and down-slope edges of
rocks.
The terrain generator node is built into the ROS simulator, and allows users to visualize different terrain layers in
the 2D viewer. For example, an interactive display allows
users to highlight rocks above a specific height relative to
3

Figure 3. Example of rocks with radially-varying profiles
Figure 5. A “highway chart” on the Jezero Crater,
representing the likelihood of driving on a given location.

DEM is sampled uniformly on the resulting routes. Since
traversability is not uniform, there are natural “highways” i.e.,
routes that are traveled frequently, as shown in Figure 5. As
a result, our sampling method picks up most samples from
major highways while neglecting untraversable areas. This
approach assures that the distributions of slope and CFA in
the resulting dataset are representative of the actual drive
experience at the landing site.
The terrain generator process described above can use M2020
orbital maps as the base heightmaps. When generating
terrains based on the real surface data, the ground undulation
and constant slope features are skipped, as the orbital maps
include this information from the real Mars terrain. When
adding rocks to an orbital terrain, the CFA value used is
directly taken from a terrain classification algorithm run on
the orbital images. The final product are terrain heightmaps
that match a specific patch of Mars terrain, including the
visible large-scale features and the proper rock distribution.

Figure 4. Example of completed terrain model

the surrounding terrain, while separately using a shadedgradient colormap to display the slope of the ground-slope
heightmap. This enables users to investigate how the scale
of local and global hazards separately affect the planner path
performance.

HyperDrive Sim
We developed a software library called HDSim to simulate
rover kinematics and navigation cameras. HDSim makes use
of the existing HyperDrive software, which Rover Planners
on MER and MSL use to simulate and visualize the commands they plan to uplink to Mars.

M2020 Orbital Terrains
We designed a tool that uses orbital data to generate terrain
models that are representative of the environments the M2020
rover will encounter during its mission. The tool creates a
desired number of 120x120m terrains in two steps. First, it
samples 120x120m terrains from the digital elevation model
(DEM) created from stereo image pairs taken by the Mars
Reconnaissance Orbiter’s High Resolution Imaging Experiment (HiRISE) camera. The DEM is only representative
of the surface topography at the sampled resolution (1m).
However, the drivability of the rover is affected by rocks that
are smaller than that resolution. Therefore, in the second
step, we “sprinkle” rocks on top of the sampled DEM (i.e.,
randomly populate spherical concave features) based on the
estimated CFA of the terrain at that location. In the first
step, the 120x120m patches are sampled from a non-uniform
distribution that represents the likelihood that a given place
is traversed. More specifically, we run optimal routing
from numerous starting points sampled from the landing
probability distribution to regions of scientific interest. The

HDSim takes in terrain models in the form of DEMs. It
kinematically simulates the settling of the rover onto a DEM,
taking into account the constraints of the rover’s rocker-bogie
suspension [19]. HDSim does this using an iterative nonlinear
solver, that takes into account the constraints of the rockerbogie suspension and the wheel-terrain contacts [20].
When calculating the settled pose during an update step, HDSim uses slip models to simulate terrain related disturbances
[21]. Slip is modeled by motion-relative and slope-relative
slip components. Motion-relative slip is applied along the
commanded motion vector in the down-slope direction, resulting in reduced motion (slip) when driving up-slope and
extra motion (slide) when driving down-slope. Slope-relative
slip is an additional motion component applied directly downslope, causing the rover to deviate laterally from the commanded path. This component is active while driving cross4

Figure 7. Stereo epipolar geometry for the point cloud. L
and R are the two cameras, b their baseline, and the point to
adjust is pi .
Figure 6. Rocker-bogie suspension system.
errors in correlation would result in range error along this
line.
slope or performing a turn-in-place maneuver. The slip factor
at a specific tilt is either directly selected from a look-up table
or sampled from a tilt-dependent table of Gaussian curves.
Slip tables for multiple terrain types (bedrock, cohesive soil,
sand) were generated using MSL data.

To model correlation matching errors, we assumed that correlation match error on the order of a few pixels would change
the range to the left focal point. For each point pi in the point
cloud, we calculated the perturbation to range, ∆ri , as
δx
d
·W ·η·
X
sin θ

In addition to the lateral slip, a heading disturbance model
simulates rotational (yaw) slip. We model yaw slip as a
Brownian motion. The resulting distribution of the yaw angle
is a Gaussian distribution with the standard deviation growing
with d1/2 , where d is the distance traveled. The parameter of
Brownian motion was identified by fitting a Gaussian curve
to the observed yaw slip from MSL.

where δx is the pixel disparity error standard deviation, X is
the horizontal camera resolution, W is the horizontal field of
view, η is a Normal random variable, θ is the angle between
the two cameras from the perspective of the point pi (i.e., the
angle ]Lpi R), as illustrated in Figure 7.

HDSim approximates the rover’s navigation cameras using
a pinhole model. For each simulated camera, HDSim is
capable of either producing an intensity image or a point
cloud, and we use the latter in the ENav simulator in place of
the disparity data we normally would get from stereo vision.

The term sind θ is the derivative of range |Lpi | with respect to
angle α, as shown next. For simplicity, introduce the line s,
which connects R to its projection onto Lpi , which is labelled
L0 .

∆ri =

A ROS node was developed that wraps the HDSim library
and publishes the rover state periodically, as well as point
clouds of the terrain within the cameras’ field of view, when
it receives an imaging command from the planner node. The
HDSim wrapper node moves the rover along the constantcurvature arc commanded by the planner node as time elapses
in the simulator (typically faster than real-time, as determined
by a speed-up parameter), and relies on HDSim to simulate
slip and settle the rover on the terrain. Stereo noise is injected
in the point clouds generated by HDSim, as described in the
next section.

given ri0 = s tan α
s
δri0
=
δα
cos2 α
d
=
sin θ

(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

Figure 8 illustrates the impact of stereo error on the
heightmap, as viewed in the GUI, for various values of the
pixel σ parameter.

Stereo Noise Modelling
The planner’s heightmap is a DEM that is centered on the
rover and constructed from 3D point clouds generated from
stereo images taken by the rover’s NavCams. The height of
each cell of 0.1m resolution within the 30x30m 2D grid of the
heightmap is computed by averaging the Z values of all the
stereo points whose X-Y positions are contained within that
cell. As the rover moves, it periodically takes more stereo
images of the terrain. These images are processed into new
disparity maps and then 3D point clouds, relative the rover
body frame. Areas that are re-imaged are overwritten with
the new point cloud information, while the remaining areas
of the heightmap are left untouched. The heightmap may
contain elevation information from old point clouds, but the
point clouds themselves are not kept in memory.

Figure 8. Stereo error example. Left: No noise. Inset: 1
pixel σ. Right: 10 pixel σ.

The main source of error in the heightmap, therefore, is
the error in stereo matching which results in elevation error.
Stereo disparity maps are constructed by rolling correlation
matching of the rectified images, which matches each pixel
from the right image to the corresponding pixel in the left
image. Thus, range for each observed pixel is measured along
the ray from the focal point through the left image plane, and

Path Planner Wrapper
A planner ROS node was developed to simulate the expected
behavior of the M2020 rover surface mobility software, and
in particular, exercise the path-planner that enables the rover
5

to drive autonomously to user-specified waypoints, while
satisfying KIOZs constraints. The wrapper was designed
to allow for various planners to be prototyped, tested, and
compared, by using a base C++ planner class, with virtual
member functions, which can then be specialized into specific planner implementations using the inheritance principle.
Those virtual member functions define the planner’s highlevel interfaces and consist of the following four functions:
Figure 9. Notional TWD timeline illustrating when the
Navlib interfaces are called during a planning step (1m arc).

Process Disparity: this function receives the 3D point
cloud representing the terrain visible within the stereo cameras of the rover and integrates that knowledge so the pathplanner can reason about its ability to traverse that terrain.
The choice of internal representation the planner employs to
store that knowledge is implementation-specific, and in the
case of ENav, a 2.5D grid is used where each cell’s height is
the average of the height of the disparity points it contains.
• Analyze Terrain: once all the 3D meshes have been processed, and there could be several if multiple stereo image
pairs are taken or the same pair is processed in smaller chunks
to save on memory usage, this function is called to update
the planner’s costmap based on the new heightmap and rover
position. The costmap is re-centered on the rover position
if necessary (e.g. the rover gets too close to the edge), and
each cell cost is re-computed, in the case of ENav, based on
the local tilt and terrain roughness from the heightmap, the
traversal time of the cell, and whether the cell is in a keep-out
zone (i.e. untraversable).
• Select Arc: this function chooses the next arc to drive given
the updated heightmap and costmap, rover pose, goal, and
KIOZs. The Mars rovers to date are unable to steer while
driving and therefore this function outputs a constant curvature arc, in the form of an arc length and heading change. For
ENav, a local tree-search planner is combined with a global
planner which runs Dijkstra’s algorithm on the costmap to
estimate the cost-to-go from the end of each branch of the tree
of constant-curvature arcs to the goal waydisc. The various
paths are then sorted based on their costs, and evaluated for
safety in descending order using an algorithm which makes
various checks, such as ensuring that the rover has sufficient
clearance between its belly pan and the underlying terrain
(Approximate Clearance Evaluation, a.k.a ACE [22]), that
no wheel can fall from too high too suddenly or drive over
unknown terrain, that attitude and suspension angles remain
within acceptable bounds, etc.
• Evaluate Arc: this function evaluates if a given arc is safe
to drive. It is used during both directed and autonomous
driving to evaluate the safety of the arc being driven at
regular intervals using the latest rover pose estimate, which
is updated based on both the IMU measurements and Visual
Odometry (VO) corrections. The function can also be used
by rover operators to check the safety of arcs without needing
to actually command them.

•

state of the simulation, and the metrics node that records that
state to assess performance of the planner. The planner node
then runs in one of two modes: either in simulation mode or
in replay mode.
In simulation mode, the planner executes the behavior of a
Go To command. There are four Go To modes:
Unguarded: in this mode the planner selects the fastest
path to the goal, regardless of the terrain and KIOZs, but still
checks whether the path violates the KIOZs and fails if it does
(it will not search for another path).
• Guarded: in this mode the planner selects the same path
as in Unguarded mode, but checks that path against both the
KIOZs and the imaged terrain (i.e. heightmap) for safety.
• Avoid KOZ: in this mode the planner selects the fastest path
to the goal that satisfies the KIOZs constraints, and ignores
the terrain entirely.
• Avoid All: this is the most complex and complete planning
mode as the planner takes into account both the terrain and
KIOZs when selecting the best path and evaluating its safety.
•

The planner node always starts by executing an Unguarded
Go To to crawl at least 5.5m onto the map, as it needs
knowledge of the terrain under the wheels of the rover to be
able to start planning in both Guarded and Avoid All modes.
In the simulation, the terrain around the start area of the rover
is always cleared of any hazard to ensure the planner can start
the next Go To in those modes successfully (we typically
test the planner in Avoid All mode). On Mars, it is the
responsibility of the rover operators to identify a safe area to
crawl onto the map, unless the rover got there autonomously
in the first place, in which case it already has a heightmap
of the area under its wheels and can safely continue to drive
autonomously to the next goal.
All Go To commands execute the same high-level TWD logic.
This is a new approach developed for the M2020 rover to
speed up the drive by minimizing how often the rover needs
to stop. In the ideal case, the rover will image the terrain and
plan which arc to drive next while it is driving the previously
selected arc, so that it would only need to stop to steer the
wheels (i.e. when the arc curvature changes). Figure 9 shows
a notional timeline of the TWD logic (timing varies based
on various factors, including the curvature of the arc being
driven and whether the steering needs to change). The two
main take aways, which the planner node implements in the
simulation with artificial delays are:

Upon starting, the ROS node reads in parameters from a
YAML file and instantiates the appropriate planner object
based on the specified planner name parameter. Various
planners were implemented and compared by the team, including a version of the path-planner used on previous Mars
rovers, called GESTALT [23], and a variant of Rapidlyexploring Random Trees (RRT# [24]), neither of which could
meet the M2020 mission requirements, and thus this paper
focuses solely on the new ENav planner. For that planner,
the constructor copies over the parameters read by the ROS
node to the ENav structure that holds them in the Navlib FSW
module, and then creates subscribers and publishers to establish communications with the HyperDrive node simulating
the rover motion and stereo vision, the GUI that displays the

Select Arc is called about midway through the current arc
being driven and since that function is planning for the next
arc to drive, the planner node needs to provide as input the
predicted rover pose at the end of the current arc. This is why
Select Arc is called right after the VO correction is received:
this way a more accurate prediction can be generated from
the refined rover pose estimate. Note that the planner also
•
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Figure 10. Scarecrow rover used for testing ENav in the
Mars Yard at JPL.

computes the uncertainties associated with the future rover
position and yaw estimates and takes those into account when
evaluating the paths’ safety. Those uncertainties account
for both localization error and path deviations, e.g. due to
slip. Note that the safety of the current arc is periodically
checked/confirmed as it is being driven based on the latest
pose measurements (IMU and VO updates).
• Process Disparity is called at the start of the current arc,
but the 3D point cloud is actually associated with the stereo
pair acquired at the start of the previous arc. This means that
the Select Arc function is planning the next arc to drive based
on the terrain data taken two steps (i.e. 2m) earlier.

Figure 11. Example of a simulated drive displayed by the
GUI.

In replay mode, the planner ROS node reads in the data
products, either the artificial ones generated by the ROS
simulator, or the real ones generated by the actual flight
software, and replays the data in the simulation framework
as if it had been generated by the simulation itself. The
node also has the option to rerun the planner algorithms on
the input data recorded as part of the data products, which
can be very useful for debugging or to evaluate the impact of
code changes on performance. The replay mode is also very
convenient to visualize what happened during an autonomous
drive, whether simulated or executed on one of our rover
testbeds shown in Figure 10, as the planner node outputs the
same messages as in simulation mode, including those sent to
the GUI for display, as described in the next section.
Graphical User Interface
An engineering GUI was developed to visualize the various
aspects of the autonomous drive, including the rover state
(both true and estimated), the terrain being traversed, and the
planner state, including the generated height and costmaps,
keep in and out zones, and paths that were evaluated and
chosen, as illustrated by Figure 11. The GUI is made of a
control interface and a drawing window.

Figure 12. Dialog box enabling the user to specify the arc
on which to run ACE.

arcs, as illustrated by Figure 13. Some numeric information
is displayed in the rover state panel, including the pose and
suspension and steering angles. Various sliders allow for
varying the opacity of the rover, mesh wedges, and rocks,
and checkboxes enable the user to toggle what’s displayed
in the drawing window. Text boxes allow for specifying
the three rock height thresholds for which different colors
are used, as visual aids to identify which rocks are hazards
due to insufficient belly pan clearance (25cm), risk of wheels
dropping from too high (35cm), or rocker suspension angle
limits (46cm – which assumes only one of the front wheels is
on a rock). Finally, a replay panel has sliders for moving in
time to a desired iteration of the planner and for controlling
the speed at which the data is replayed.

The control interface is composed of several panels. At
the top, the user can push buttons to run, pause, or step
through the simulation. The vision panel enables the user
to manually command the rover to take stereo images at its
current pose, which is used mostly for testing the HDSim part
of the simulator which handles perception. The ACE panel
enables the user to run ACE at the current position of the
rover, which the user can change by right-clicking anywhere
on the terrain. When the user clicks the button in that panel,
a dialog box pops up so the inputs to the ACE algorithm
can be specified, as illustrated by Figure 12. The tree panel
enables the user to visualize the entire local tree of candidate
7

Figure 13. Local tree of candidate arcs evaluated by the
path-planner.

Figure 14. Zoomed-in view of the GUI showing the local
paths that were evaluated and an example of ACE
wheelboxes along the selected path.

The drawing window displays a 2D overhead view of the
rover traversing the terrain during the simulation. A color
scale varying from green to red is used to represent terrain
height. The goal waydisc is shown as a white circle, the
keep in and keep out zones as rectangles, triangles, or circles
in yellow and red respectively. The heightmap, which is a
30x30m grid of 0.1m cells centered on the rover, uses the
terrain color scale for cells of known height, and red squares
for unknown cells (i.e. those either not imaged yet or that
have expired because they were imaged too long ago). For
the costmap, which is based on a 50x50m grid of 0.5m
resolution, we only display the cells of infinite global cost,
and different colors are used to represent the reason why the
cost is infinite: yellow for keep out zones, black for wheel
drop, magenta for insufficient belly pan clearance, dark green
for high tilt, orange for driving over unknown terrain, cyan
for making too much negative progress from the goal, dark
blue for unexpected failures (e.g. cannot compute the plane
fit), etc. The same colors are used to draw the local arcs that
were rejected due to those same issues, as shown in Figure 14.
The arcs that were safe and rejected due only to their total
cost being higher than the selected arc are drawn in red. The
selected path, which is composed of the local arc and global
path in the costmap grid to the goal (or edge(s) of the costmap
closest to the goal if the costmap does not extend to the goal),
is drawn in white.

A solid and a translucent rover are used to show the true
and estimated pose of the rover during the simulation. A
gray circle centered on the solid rover represents the global
uncertainty of the rover pose estimate (so the translucent
rover center should always be within that circle). Gray lines
are used to display the rover wheel tracks over time, and show
where the rover has driven since the start of the run. Note
that the KOZs are grown by that global uncertainty, which
explains why the yellow costmap cells spread to the outside
of the circular KOZ and to the inside the rectangular KIZ in
Figure 11.
The simulator can be configured to record the drawing window each time it is updated. A python script can then be
run to create a movie from those images using the ffmpeg
library [25]. Thus movies can be created for each simulation
run or even when replaying data products from a past simulated or field test run.

4. M ONTE C ARLO E VALUATION
F RAMEWORK
To evaluate the ENav algorithm during development, Monte
Carlo analysis was performed on each software build and
new parameter set. Performance was reviewed across several
criteria and statistical results were summarized in autogenerated reports. These reports were used to benchmark software
releases and investigate trends across experimental configurations.

The GUI can also display the ACE evaluations along each
path as small dots, which the user can click on to show additional information, such as the boxes bounding the location
of the rover wheels and belly pan, etc. This is very useful for
understanding why a candidate path was rejected of selected.
For example, in Figure 14, it is apparent that the displayed
white boxes associated with the left wheels are adjacent to
a large rock, evidenced by the hole in the heightmap right
behind it, which causes either wheel drop (black) or belly pan
clearance (magenta) failures for candidate paths that extend
more towards it, to the left side of the rover.

Our standard Monte Carlo analysis consists of 1200 simulations, with terrains (one per simulation) spanning five values
of slope magnitude [0/deg, 5/deg, 10/deg, 15/deg, 20/deg]
and four values of rock CFA [7%, 10%, 12%, 15%]. This
distribution covers the range of terrains the M2020 rover is
expected to traverse. Simulations include several random
8

allows developers to visualize how the various Monte Carlo
scenarios impact the vehicle safely margins.

Figure 15. Success rate as a function of CFA and slope.

processes (e.g. stereo noise, RIMU noise, slip modeling,
etc.) that model real-world variability. The total number
of simulations (1200) was chosen empirically to reduce the
statistical uncertainty of the primary performance metrics,
while maintaining a reasonable test duration. Simulations are
scripted to run in parallel and a typical Monte Carlo in the
ROS framework will take about 14 hours. While the Monte
Carlo is running, each simulation saves data to CSV and
binary files, recording internal software states, ground truth
poses, and measured safety margins. When all simulations
are complete, a MATLAB post-processing script groups the
data by terrain parameters (CFA and slope) to assess the
impact of terrain complexity on ENav. Finally, a PDF
report including graphical and tabular displays is generated to
help software developers and systems engineers assess ENav
performance.
Successful drive completion is one of the primary metrics
used to assess ENav performance across terrain groups. A
typical drive in the simulation is 80m, and along the way
there are many possible faults that could stop the drive early,
including suspension or tilt limits violations, the planner not
being able to find a path, etc. The Success-Rate chart, illustrated in Figure 15, is used to visualize the success rate across
each CFA-slope cluster of simulations. Many other metrics,
such as drive rates and inefficiencies, are also visualized on
CFA-slope grids.

Figure 16. Select Arc ACE failures as a function of CFA
and slope for runs where the planner failed to find a path.

Other charts summarize the internal state and calculations
of the ENav algorithm. In Figure 16, the ACE evaluation
failures are collected and displayed from all the Monte Carlo
simulations, again organized by CFA-slope cluster. This chart
is used to determine which hazard avoidance calculations
have the greatest effect on path selection.
During simulated drives, the vehicle safety margins for bellypan clearance, wheel drop, tilt, and suspension angles are
computed in HDSim at every 8Hz settling step. These metrics
are viewed as collections of all data points from a Monte
Carlo in a histogram, which provides insight into the expected
safety margins while driving. Figure 17 is an example displaying the clearance measurements for all 1200 Monte Carlo
simulations, along with the minimum clearance threshold
and the minimum value reached in those simulations. The
cumulative probability distribution plotted over the histogram

Figure 17. Histogram of the measure ground-truth
clearance between the rover belly-pan and the terrain.
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[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]

A simulator was described in this paper which leverages
the ROS framework to provide an environment in which the
Enhanced Navigation (ENav) algorithms needed for M2020
AutoNav were prototyped and tested in representative conditions. That simulator was very useful in the early stages
of the project, when the surface version of the M2020 FSW
was still largely undeveloped, as it enabled the ENav team
to start developing and testing the core algorithms without
delay. It was since supplanted by another simulator, called
RSim, which uses the actual M2020 FSW, except for a few
modules which are stubbed for the purposes of simulation
(e.g. the interfaces to the motors, IMU, cameras, etc.).
Just like the ENav simulator, RSim uses HDSim to simulate
the rover motion, terrain settling, and camera images. The
GUI and planner wrapper ROS node continue to be used for
replay purposes, as the ENav simulator was extended to work
with the real FSW data products. A 3D viewer was also
developed so the terrains and the heightmap could be better
visualized. The Monte Carlo framework was also extended
to work with the real FSW data products and is also used
by the RSim simulator. The ENav C source and header files
which implement the AutoNav algorithms remain identical
between the ROS simulator and the M2020 FSW. Thus we
continue to be able to run realistic simulations of the M2020
AutoNav behavior in a ROS-based, FSW-free environment,
which enables researchers both inside and outside the M2020
project to potentially further improve Mars autonomous surface navigation in the future.
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